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She asked for it, she got it....
Anna Munson is constantly pestering the powers-that-be for true love and, quite frankly, Cupid's had it up to
here. In fact, he's so fed up that he sends her an arrow of true love even though she hasn't proven herself
worthy. Worse, he does it while she's on her first date with Nick Wells -- and Nick is barely worthy of true
like. Cupid's rash behavior could cost him his wings if discovered by his higher-ups. But hopefully Nick and
Anna will ruin their relationship before that happens. They are human, after all.
He just got caught in the crossfire.
Anna has never felt this kind of love before. To her own surprise (and Cupid's despair) it changes her.
Completely. And Nick starts feeling kind of weird. He was just looking for some regular sex and a few
laughs, but all this unconditional love and acceptance is throwing him off his game. Watching closely, Cupid
knows exactly what's going on...and he doesn't like it. Not one bit. A little kernel has started to grow inside
Nick's heart, and it could turn into something wonderful. But do Nick and Anna stand a chance with an
ornery Cupid rooting against them?
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From reader reviews:

Geraldine Dube:

Do you one among people who can't read pleasant if the sentence chained inside straightway, hold on guys
that aren't like that. This I'm With Cupid book is readable by simply you who hate the perfect word style.
You will find the details here are arrange for enjoyable reading through experience without leaving possibly
decrease the knowledge that want to offer to you. The writer connected with I'm With Cupid content conveys
the idea easily to understand by many people. The printed and e-book are not different in the written content
but it just different by means of it. So , do you nevertheless thinking I'm With Cupid is not loveable to be
your top list reading book?

Derrick Minor:

The particular book I'm With Cupid has a lot associated with on it. So when you check out this book you can
get a lot of benefit. The book was written by the very famous author. Tom makes some research previous to
write this book. This book very easy to read you can find the point easily after reading this article book.

Dennis Green:

People live in this new time of lifestyle always try and and must have the free time or they will get wide
range of stress from both daily life and work. So , when we ask do people have spare time, we will say
absolutely yes. People is human not really a huge robot. Then we request again, what kind of activity have
you got when the spare time coming to a person of course your answer can unlimited right. Then do you ever
try this one, reading books. It can be your alternative with spending your spare time, the particular book you
have read is definitely I'm With Cupid.

Dennis Sellers:

It is possible to spend your free time to learn this book this guide. This I'm With Cupid is simple bringing
you can read it in the playground, in the beach, train as well as soon. If you did not have much space to bring
typically the printed book, you can buy the actual e-book. It is make you easier to read it. You can save the
book in your smart phone. Therefore there are a lot of benefits that you will get when you buy this book.
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